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## Abstract

Software implementations of P4 available today have significant limitations. Given that, we introduce OFP4, a prototype of an implementation of P4, including P4Runtime support, that uses Open vSwitch as its back-end. OFP4 translates P4 code plus runtime entities such as table entries into OpenFlow (OF) flows, which it installs in a running Open vSwitch instance using the OpenFlow protocol. This paper describes how this translation works and provides an overview of our proof-of-concept implementation.

## 1. Introduction

Despite 8 years of work on P4 [5], there are currently few high-performance software switches available. This paper introduces OFP4, a prototype implementation of P4 [2] that uses Open vSwitch [14], which is a widely used OpenFlow [9, 13] switch implementation, as its data plane. OFP4 is a daemon with a P4Runtime [11] front-end for the use of an SDN controller and an OpenFlow back-end to implement switching via Open vSwitch.

OFP4 was motivated by the limitations of the software implementations of P4 available today. The best known, BMv2 [4], is accurate for simulation, not high speed packet processing. We found ourselves unable to build and install the T_{4}P_{3}S [19] academic implementation on any system other than the exact distribution of Ubuntu used by the developers. The PISCES [17] academic project is unmaintained and lacks P4Runtime support. The P4 switch sample application that accompanies DPDK [3] holds promise, but it is DPDK-specific and lacks P4Runtime support. Finally, the ebpf-psa backend is currently under construction [10]. Other software implementations of P4, e.g. [6], have similar limitations.

The following section describes how OFP4 maps from P4 to OpenFlow. Section 3 describes our proof-of-concept implementation of OFP4. Section 4 describes the testing we’ve done so far. Section 5 states our conclusions and directions for future work.

## 2. Translating P4 to OpenFlow

Both P4 and OpenFlow enable SDN controllers to control packet processing using a programming model based on match-action tables. OpenFlow exposes a relatively rigid architecture in comparison to P4, which even allows modeling new packet formats through packet parsers. It may seem a strange choice to implement a flexible model (P4) on top of a more constrained one (OF). However, previous work [20] has shown that P4 can be used as a specification language even for fixed-function switching pipelines, which are not programmable at all! In building OFP4, we design a specific P4 architecture that models the capabilities of OpenFlow, in particular with Open vSwitch extensions. A sketch of our P4 architecture file is given in Section A in the Appendix. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our system. The box shown with dotted line is under construction.

### Protocols

P4 supports programmable parser and deparser blocks, which enable developers to support both standard or experimental network protocols. In contrast, OpenFlow and Open vSwitch support a fixed (though broad) set of protocols. Thus, OFP4’s P4 architecture lacks parser and deparser blocks, supporting only a fixed set of protocols, which are supplied as part of the of_model.p4 architecture definition.

### Pipelines

OpenFlow exposes a single pipeline, whereas hardware switches tend to have ingress and egress pipelines separated by buffering logic that replicates packets for multicast, mirroring, and other purposes. Unlike parser and deparser, though, P4’s separate pipelines can be implemented in OpenFlow with Open vSwitch extensions. We chose to implement an ingress and egress pipeline because this makes OFP4 architecture more similar to the widely known Portable Switch Architecture [12] (PSA) and the older vmodel [8] architecture for P4.

### Metadata

P4 supports user-defined named metadata and local variables, whereas OpenFlow and Open vSwitch provide only a number of fixed-size generic metadata “registers”, mainly reg0 through reg15. The P4 compiler can map the former to the latter, e.g. given the following P4 metadata structure definition:

```p4
struct metadata {
  bit <12> vlan;
  bool flood;
}
```

P4C-OF might map vlan to reg4[0..11], that is, the low 12 bits of OVS metadata field reg4, and flood to reg5[0].

PSA and vmodel also supply “standard” metadata with each packet. OpenFlow and Open vSwitch provide some of the same standard metadata, e.g. the packet’s ingress port, for OFP4 to use directly. P4C-OF can allocate those without equivalents (e.g., standard_metadata.egress_spec in the ingress pipeline) to registers.

---

**Source Code**  The source code for our OFP4 prototype is available under the MIT license at https://github.com/vmware/nerpa in the ofp4 subdirectory.

---
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action Drop() {
    { mark_to_drop(standard_metadata); exit; }
}

action SetVlan(VlanID vid) {
    meta.vlan = vid;
}

action UseTaggedVlan() {
    meta.vlan = hdr.vlan.vid;
}

table InputVlan {
    key = {
        standard_metadata.ingress_port: exact;
        hdr.vlan.isValid(): exact;
        hdr.vlan.vid: optional;
    }
    actions = { Drop; SetVlan; UseTaggedVlan; } 
    default_action = Drop;
}

Figure 2: Excerpt of a P4 program for VLAN ingress processing.

Table Entries. A P4 table can be translated essentially one-to-one into an OpenFlow table, with each P4 table entry corresponding to one OpenFlow flow. Consider the P4 table definition for InputVlan in Figure 2. This table initializes meta.vlan with the packet’s VLAN. At runtime, OfP4 translates each entry in this table into an OpenFlow flow. For example, an InputVlan entry to define port 5 as an access port for VLAN 10 might match ingress_port = 5, an invalid VLAN header, and wildcard vid, with action SetVlan(10). If OfP4 maps table InputVlan to Openflow table 2, then the corresponding generated flow using Open vSwitch syntax would be

table=2 priority=100 in_port=5 vlan_tci=0
    actions=load(10->reg4[0..11]), resubmit(.3)

where the load action sets the metadata field allocated by the compiler for meta.vlan (assumed to be reg4[0..11]) and resubmit jumps to the next table in the pipeline.

Default Actions. A P4 table has a default action that executes if no entry in the table matches. OfP4 can implement the default action as an OpenFlow table entry with priority 0, ensuring that other entries have priority 1 or higher. For example, OfP4 can implement the Drop default action for InputVlan as the OpenFlow flow

table=2 priority=0
    actions=load(0->reg0), resubmit(.31)

where reg0 is the field allocated to the egress port and OpenFlow table 31 separates the ingress and egress pipelines.

Expressions. P4 directly supports rich arithmetic expressions. OpenFlow does not have equivalent constructs, but since Open vSwitch flow tables and actions are Turing-complete, OpenFlow could implement computations, albeit inefficiently. Initially OfP4 will only support a small subset of P4 expressions. Perhaps Open vSwitch could be extended with actions performing arithmetic.

Multicast. Multicast and mirroring in PSA are implemented in buffering logic between the ingress and egress pipelines. OfP4 implements this same logic with an OpenFlow table between those used for the ingress and egress pipelines, currently table 31. For each multicast group, a flow in this table matches the group’s number against reg1[0..11], the metadata field allocated for the destination, with actions that clone the packet to a particular egress port and run it through the egress pipeline. For example, the flow for multicast group 12, containing ports 34 and 56, would be

table=31 reg1=12/0xffff actions=clone(
    load(34->reg3), resubmit(.32)),
    clone(load(56->reg3), resubmit(.32))

Control Flow. P4 control flow constructs translate to OpenFlow in simple ways, with if and switch becoming OpenFlow table lookups and return and exit becoming jumps to the OpenFlow table that processes the end of the current pipeline, similar to the implementation of P4 for the bmv2 backend.

Semantic differences. Changing a header in a P4 control block affects the packet only after deparsing, but many OpenFlow actions operate directly on the packet. This is most important when protocol headers must be added or removed. For example, in P4, the deparser decides whether an outgoing packet includes a VLAN header, whereas in OpenFlow an action adds or removes a VLAN header immediately. The OpenFlow “action set” of actions that are deferred until egress does not entirely bridge these differences, so P4-C-OF must still compensate for them.

Digests. OfP4 could implement P4 digest messages from the dataplane to the control plane with OpenFlow “packet-in” messages which, as extended by Open vSwitch, allow sending the packet with arbitrary additional data to the OpenFlow controller. OfP4 then translates the “packet-in” message into a P4Runtime digest.

3. Prototype

OfP4 is currently an experimental prototype, shown in Figure 1. We have not yet built the P4-C-OF compiler, which would be a new backend for the open-source p4c compiler [7, 8]. However, we have manually translated a fixed P4 program into the expected output, which we use in our experiments below.

The P4-C-OF compiler converts a P4 program for the of_model.p4 architecture into a program written in the Differential Datalog language (DDlog) [15, 16]. The DDlog program implements a control-loop, waiting for P4Runtime messages and sending messages to an OvS instance.

The DDlog program is the core of the OfP4 daemon. The P4Runtime API layer accepts RPCs to populate and update entries in tables and memberships in multicast groups defined by that program. OfP4 translates insertions/deletions in P4 tables into OpenFlow flows, which it inserts/removes from OvS.

OfP4 is implemented in Rust. We used the Rust grpcio crate [1] to interface to gRPC-based P4Runtime. We wrote manually the templates translating P4Runtime operation into OpenFlow flows in DDlog. The salient DDlog feature that we use is that it is a language for describing incremental computations: it only recomputes parts of the output that are affected by each input change. To interface to Open vSwitch via OpenFlow, we wrote Rust wrappers for Open vSwitch’s own libraries.

4. Evaluation

We have tested OfP4 with Nerpa [18], a programming framework for co-design of control planes and data planes. When OfP4 is used with the Nerpa controller and the P4 program for which OpenFlow templates are implemented, OfP4 correctly computes and installs the initial set of OpenFlow flows; it also reacts to P4Runtime messages generating the expected OpenFlow rules. OvS with OfP4 should perform comparably to hand-written OpenFlow. The implementation can be used with any OpenFlow switch that supports the required extensions (either a hardware or a software device).

5. Conclusion

Given the limited landscape of today’s software P4 implementations, this paper explored the concept of mapping P4 into OpenFlow. We described some of the challenges in such a translation and their solutions and described a prototype. As future work, we hope to refine our prototype to a degree where it can be useful for production workloads.
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A. OpenFlow architecture in P4

Figure 3 shows the skeleton of the P4 architecture file for describing an OpenFlow switch in P4.

```plaintext
// of_model.p4 architecture file

header Ethernet {
  bit <48> srcAddr;
  bit <48> dstAddr;
  bit <16> etherType;
}

... // All OpenFlow headers are pre-declared

// All possible OF headers
struct Headers {
  Ethernet eth;
  IPv4 ipv4;
  ... 
}

// Architecture does not have a parser

// Standard metadata
struct std_meta {
  bit <8> ingress_port;
  bit <8> egress_port;
  ...
}

// Headers are fixed.
// Use metadata has type M.
control Ingress<M>(inout Headers headers, inout M meta, inout std_meta std);
control Egress<M>(inout Headers headers, inout M meta, inout std_meta std);

// OpenFlow top-level package.
package OF-M<br>  Ingress<M> i, Egress<M> e);
```

Figure 3: P4 architecture file describing the OpenFlow pipeline.